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Abstract

Topic modeling provides a valuable method for identifying the linguistic contexts that surround social

institutions or policy domains. This article uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to analyze how one such

policy domain, government assistance to artists and arts organizations, was framed in almost 8000 articles.

These comprised all articles that referred to government support for the arts in the U.S. published in five U.S.

newspapers between 1986 and 1997—a period during which such assistance, once noncontroversial,

became a focus of contention. We illustrate the strengths of topic modeling as a means of analyzing large

text corpora, discuss the proper choice of models and interpretation of model results, describe means of

validating topic-model solutions, and demonstrate the use of topic models in combination with other

statistical tools to estimate differences between newspapers in the prevalence of different frames.

Throughout, we emphasize affinities between the topic-modeling approach and such central concepts in

the study of culture as framing, polysemy, heteroglossia, and the relationality of meaning.
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1. Introduction

This article addresses three puzzles. The first is methodological. How can researchers analyze

large quantities of textual data efficiently and effectively? Specifically, how can we capture the

information we need, reduce its complexity, and provide interpretations that are substantively
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plausible and statistically validated? We present topic modeling and, specifically, Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as a promising solution to these challenges.

The second puzzle is theoretical: The sociology of culture has long been theory-rich and

methods poor. Sociologists who study culture have generated numerous theoretical insights and

developed concepts that promise a deep understanding of cultural change. Yet they have often

lacked the means to make such concepts operational (Mohr, 1998). We suggest that topic

modeling may provide a way to do just that for such central concepts as framing, polysemy,

heteroglossia, and the relationality of meaning.

The third is part of an ongoing study by the first author of the dramatic politicization of

government support for arts organizations and artists in the late 1980s after a two-decade

honeymoon. This article addresses how press coverage of public funding of the arts evolved from

1986 to 1997, a period that spans the beginning and end of the period of most acute contention.

2. Background: the crisis of public arts support in the U.S.

U.S. municipalities supported museums as early as the nineteenth century and financed bands

and orchestras into the 1920s; the Roosevelt administration created a federal jobs program for artists

during the Great Depression; several states established arts councils before 1965, and arts

organizations receive substantial tax subsidy through the charitable deduction.1 Yet the United

States had no permanent national program of grant support for the arts until President Lyndon

Johnson signed legislation creating the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) in September 1965.

President Nixon expanded the NEA’s budget dramatically and the agency used congressionally

mandated block grants to build a network of state and, ultimately, local arts agencies, as well. Under

the leadership of Chair Nancy Hanks, an associate of Nelson Rockefeller with strong ties to both

Democratic and Republic legislators, the agency was popular and largely uncontroversial.

During the administration of Jimmy Carter, some Republicans criticized the Endowment for

supporting what they alleged were socially relevant programs of little artistic merit. The NEA’s

real-dollar budget declined for the first time in 1980, due to a small nominal increase during a

period of very high inflation. Nonetheless, the NEA’s legislative support remained robust except

among fiscal conservatives, one of whom, Ronald Reagan, was elected President in 1980. After a

coalition of arts patrons and Republican insiders thwarted his initial plan to eliminate the NEA,

Reagan appointed as Chair a long-time associate who effectively insulated the agency from

serious conservative criticism during Reagan’s two terms in office.

This changed with the inauguration of President George H.W. Bush in 1989. Beginning in

May, congressional conservatives, backed by religious right movement organizations, vigorously

criticized grants that supported works that critics found obscene (a Mapplethorpe retrospective

that included homoerotic photographs) or sacrilegious (Andres Serrano’s photograph of a

crucifix immersed in urine, known as ‘‘Piss Christ’’). Conservative groups, especially the

American Family Association, began to focus attention on the NEA and to monitor actively its

grants. Because the grant-making system gave much autonomy to program directors and review

panels, and because many proposals (e.g., for juried exhibitions, fellowship competitions, or

institutional support) did not describe specific work to be supported, it was easy for motivated

critics to find potentially offensive artworks presented by organizations that had received federal

money. It is not surprising that additional controversies ensued.
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1 The background paragraphs in Section 2 draw on the following sources: Alexander (2000), Burgess (2006), Dubin

(1992), Fiss (1991), Frohnmayer (1993), Jensen (1995), Kimbis (1997), Koch (1998), Kresse (1991), and Ziegler, 1994).



Fig. 1 demonstrates the sharp growth in NEA appropriations (adjusted to 2010 constant

dollars) through the late 1970s and precipitous declines between 1979 and 1983 and between

1995 and 1996. The first decline was driven more by inflation than by debates over the agency’s

grants; the second came after several years of political controversy, when Republicans took

control of Congress in the 1994 midterm elections. The Endowment remained a target of

Christian Conservatives (the Christian Coalition included the NEA’s elimination as a promise in

its ‘‘Contract with the American Family’’ in 1995), as well as fiscal conservatives. The

Republican Congress tried and failed to eliminate the agency in 1995 and again in 1997. That

year, President Bill Clinton appointed as Chairman Bill Ivey, a politically adroit folklorist with

populist instincts, and appropriations stabilized. They rose slightly during the administration of

George W. Bush, albeit to just over one third of their 1979 constant-dollar peak.

The reasons for the NEA’s declining fortunes are not obvious. The NEA made potentially

controversial grants from the beginning, but few were noticed; those that were, failed to produce

enduring controversy before 1989. Conservative opposition to federal programs played a role, but

the budget’s constant-dollar decline began under President Carter, not President Reagan. Public

opinion had not turned against the NEA before the controversy; polls showed that public support

for federal arts funding increased during the 1980s, and declines lagged rather than preceded the

political conflicts (DiMaggio and Pettit, 1999; Pettit and DiMaggio, 1997). Nor did the battles of

the late 1980s reflect local community activism, according to studies of controversies over the

arts and media in Philadelphia (where there were few controversies over grant-supported art

exhibits or performances [DiMaggio et al., 2001]) and Atlanta (where heightened contention

followed rather than preceded national conflicts [unpublished tabulations available on request]).

If changes in public opinion and local activism cannot in themselves explain the crisis over arts

funding in the U.S., then perhaps we can gain additional insight by examining the depiction of

arts funding in the daily press.

3. Press accounts of public support for the arts in the U.S.

Did the tone of press coverage of government arts support change during the 1980s and 1990s?

Did changes, if any, precede or coincide with political attacks on the NEA? Were some
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Fig. 1. NEA appropriations by year in thousands of 2010 dollars.

Source: National Endowment for the Arts. The 1976 Transition Quarter (extra quarter due to the transition to a new fiscal

year ending in September rather than June) is omitted from this series. The authors adjusted the data using the CPI deflator.



newspapers more likely to frame arts support in a positive light, whereas others were more likely

to frame it as offensive or contentious? In short, how did the press respond to, participate in or

contribute to the NEA’s political woes?

3.1. Why look at press coverage?

Why should we care about newspaper coverage of arts patronage? First, it provides clues as to

what elites are thinking and doing. Newspapers cover topics when institutional actors, especially

political figures, turn their attention to them, particularly when attention leads to extensive

debate, legislative proposals, or executive action (Janssen et al., 2008; Molotch and Lester, 1974;

Reese, 1991). Journalists are creative workers who read widely and interact intensely: Their

writing reproduces representations current among public intellectuals. Moreover, news stories

are often built directly around quotes (or paraphrases) from institutional actors (in the case of

stories about public arts funding, artists, arts administrators, activists and politicians) and

embody the assumptions and narratives those authorized speakers use to frame the topic at hand.

Second, press accounts are important because they influence the views of the reading public.

Support for federal assistance to the arts eroded during the decade-long struggle over the NEA:

The percentage of survey respondents supporting federal support for the arts, which had risen to

59 percent in 1987, declined modestly between 1987 and 1992 and fell to 45 percent by 1998.

Similarly, the percentage of respondents favoring increased government aid to the arts declined

slightly and the percentage wanting ‘‘much less’’ increased modestly (DiMaggio and Pettit,

1999; General Social Survey, 1998). Although one cannot establish a causal link, given that news

reports represented the major source of information about the NEA for many Americans during

this period, it seems likely that they contributed to this change.

But what of the decline in newspaper readership? The share of Americans reporting that they

read a newspaper ‘‘every day’’ fell from 53 percent to 42 percent between 1986 and 1996; some

people rarely read newspapers (13 percent in 1986 and 17 percent in 1996 reported reading

newspapers never or less than once a week)2; and people who do, read selectively (Weaver and

Mauro, 1978). Why then, aside from the fact that they are archived, should we focus on

newspapers if we are interested in public views of government arts funding?

It is useful to rephrase this question in a more analytically precise manner: What are the

mechanisms through which measurements of media content may tap factors that shape individual

and collective perceptions and understandings? We believe that there are five:

(1) Priming of existing schematic representations. Among attentive readers who encounter press

reports on a topic of interest, those reports may activate relatively well articulated schemata,

strengthening existing positions (Iyengar and Kinder, 1987).3 For arts supporters, positive

news about NEA or state arts agency grants to praiseworthy or prestigious organizations and

projects activates and reinforces prior views. Press coverage of government support for

artworks deemed blasphemous or obscene does the same for cultural conservatives who are

inclined to be suspicious of the arts (DiMaggio and Bryson, 2007). Coverage of budgetary

conflicts may prime negative views of arts spending as wasteful among fiscal conservatives.
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2 Tabulations on General Social Survey website, annual frequencies for mnemonic NEWS (‘‘How often do you read the

newspaper—every day, a few times a week, once a week, less than once a week, or never?’’) http://www3.norc.org/

GSS+Website/Browse+GSS+Variables/Mnemonic+Index/.
3 Schemata are ‘‘knowledge structures that represent objects or events and provide default assumptions about their

characteristics, relationships, and entailments under conditions of incomplete information’’ (DiMaggio, 1997, p. 269).

http://www3.norc.org/GSS+Website/Browse+GSS+Variables/Mnemonic+Index/
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For such readers, both positive and negative arts-funding schemata may be easily activated,

rendering the environment of representations especially influential. In the debates over the

NEA, opponents may have been especially susceptible to mobilization, as they tended to hold

more extreme positions than supporters. Moreover, between 1985 and 1990, opposition to the

NEA, which was previously spread throughout the population, grew focused around party

and church, as Republicans and Evangelicals became significantly more likely to oppose the

agency (DiMaggio and Pettit, 1999).

(2) Development of new representations. Even readers with little or no interest in arts policy

encounter references to government arts spending in articles devoted primarily to other

topics, and, if repeated over time, such references may form new or clarify inchoate mental

models, or they may render rarely activated associations chronically accessible (Price and

Tewksbury, 1997). If one reads about an art exhibit one has enjoyed and notes that it was

supported by an NEA grant, a positive association may form or be reinforced. Similarly,

references to government funding in a lurid story about an exhibit with intense homoerotic or

blasphemous images may engender or reinforce less positive associations.

(3) Integration with broader schemata. Inattentive readers with little interest in arts policy may

integrate information about arts funding directly into broader social representations (political

ideologies or politically relevant values or attitudes [Feldman, 2003]) with which press

accounts articulate. For civil libertarians, news about restrictions on arts grants may prime,

and nest easily within, broader concerns about bigotry and censorship. For cultural

conservatives, news about government grants to controversial artworks might activate, and be

incorporated into, more general narratives about government waste or moral decay.

(4) Indirect influence through selective re-telling. Social interactions play a critical role in the

priming or formation of mental models. Readers or viewers discuss the day’s news, often in the

process communicating media representations to third parties (Bird, 2011). By providing the

stuff of social talk, press accounts also provide opportunities for people with strong feelings to

share their opinions in the form of vivid, memorable narratives. Accounts of controversial

artworks may be for most people more salient, and more likely to be repeated, than references to

an arts agency’s financial support for an unexceptionable exhibit or performance.

(5) Proxy value. Even if we care only about citizens who do not read newspapers and whose

friends do not talk about the stories in them, tracking press coverage may have value in so far

as newspapers report what opinion leaders regard as important and newsworthy, and what

newsmakers use multiple channels to disseminate (Boczkowski, 2010; McCombs and Shaw,

1972). Newspaper coverage of government patronage probably roughly tracked coverage in

other media. Arts attenders who missed positive messages about federal and state grants in

their local newspapers may have noticed them in brochures at art exhibits or in concert or

theater programs. Religious conservatives who missed newspaper references to controversial

grants may have encountered them in remarks from church pulpits or direct-mail appeals

from conservative movement organizations.

In other words, press coverage both reflects and represents one stream of influence in the

formation of elite and public opinion. If the press largely mentions arts agencies in connection

with happy news about enjoyable or edifying exhibitions and performances, the agencies are

likely to float along under a halo of good feeling. If the press more frequently mentions arts

agencies in connection with troubling topics—sexual depravity, blasphemy, political conflict—

that halo may turn into a cloud of negative associations. Superficially, at least, it appears that

coverage of government arts funding took such a turn between 1986, before the dawn of the
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‘‘culture wars,’’ and 1998, by which time Matthew Brenson (1998) wrote in the New York Times

that ‘‘The National Endowment for the Arts has been described as embattled for so long that it

now probably assumes this word is part of its name.’’

3.2. The data

We collected every article in the Houston Chronicle, the New York Times, the Seattle Times,

the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post published between 1986 and 1997 that

contained any reference to government support for the arts in the United States. We chose this

period in order to have three years in the series (1986 through 1988) preceding the well-

publicized Mapplethorpe controversy and to carry the series through 1997, the last year (at this

writing) that a serious effort was mounted to eliminate the NEA. Criteria for choosing

newspapers included (a) availability for automated search; (b) prominence; and (c) ideological

and geographic diversity. The New York Times, Wall Street Journal and the Washington Post are

major papers with national profiles, and in the period studied, they represented centrist,

conservative, and liberal editorial views, respectively. The economic importance of the arts in

New York means that the New York Times is in effect the hometown paper of much of the arts

industry. The Post is the newspaper of record for matters involving Congress and the executive

branch. Thus, both might be expected to have attended closely to news of the NEA. We included

the Houston and Seattle papers to enhance regional diversity: Houston’s visual arts institutions

had experienced considerable growth in a relatively conservative social environment; and Seattle

was notable for its active performing-arts scene and a liberal social milieu.4

Articles were identified by screening all records from 1986 to 1997 with a search algorithm

that included three components: (1) explicit reference to the National Endowment for the Arts;

(2) explicit reference to other arts agencies (mainly state and local); and (3) general references to

public funding for the arts (rather than specific agency names).5 Articles thus identified were
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Table 1

Newspapers used in study with number of qualifying texts in each.

Newspaper Years covered (N)

Houston Chronicle 1986–1997 1530

New York Times 1986–1997 1608

Seattle Times 1986–1997 2038

Wall Street Journal 1986–1997 323

Washington Post 1986–1997 2459

Total number of unique terms = 54,982; Total number of words (after exclusions) = 3,381,574.

4 We undertook pilot analyses on data collected in 2001 that included articles from USA Today (but omitting 1986) and

New York Newsday (because other New York papers were not in digitally searchable data bases to which we had access at

that time); and we were then only able to identify articles based on the headline and first paragraph of the Houston

Chronicle, thus under-representing that paper. Topic-modeling results based on the pilot corpus were very similar to

results based on the more complete corpus analyzed here, increasing our confidence in the robustness of these results.
5 The search terms were (1) (‘‘national endowment’’ near3 arts) or (‘‘arts endowment’’) or NEA; (2): (art$ near5

agenc$) or (art$ near5 council$) or (art$ near5 commission$) or (‘‘arts funding’’) or (percent near2 art$); (3) (art$ or

opera or operas or theat$ or museum$ or orchestra$ or dance or exhibit or exhibition or gallery) near5 (government or

federal or state or local or public) near5 ( f und$ or assistance or money or aid or grant$ or support or contract)). Dollar

signs [$] are wild cards; numerals in ‘‘near’’ expressions indicate the distance [in number of words] within which

associated words are sought.



screened manually to ensure that they fit inclusion criteria.6 Table 1 includes a list of the

newspapers and the number of valid articles discovered in each.7

Although the same algorithm was used to search each newspaper’s digital archive, the number

of articles varied. The Wall Street Journal, a national publication that emphasizes economic and

financial news, printed far fewer stories mentioning government support for the arts than did the

others, just 323 over eleven years. Coverage in the rest ranged from 1530 articles in the Houston

Chronicle to 2459 in the Washington Post.

In designing this study, we made two critical choices. The first was to collect data on

press attention to an issue—government assistance for the arts—rather than to events like

the Mapplethorpe controversy or the introduction of legislation affecting the NEA

(Rogers and Dearing, 1988). Doing so made it possible to track the relative prevalence

of coverage focusing on contention as compared to stories that provided a more positive

context.

A second consequential choice was to include virtually any article (including news stories,

news analysis, and opinion pieces) that referred however marginally to tax-revenue-supported

aid to the arts, rather than including only articles primarily devoted to that topic. We did

so because we were interested not simply in the coverage of conflicts, but in change over time

in the environment of representations surrounding government arts support, most of which is

not controversial and much of which comes from state and local government. We included

texts in which references to government arts support were marginal as well as

central, because casual allusions may reflect prevailing assumptions better than carefully

crafted reports and may be read by readers who would skip an article about government arts

funding.

It is one thing to collect a corpus of almost 8000 texts and well over 3 million words. It is quite

another to analyze it. To do so, we needed to reduce the complexity of the data in order to identify

the principal themes that framed discussions of government support. In the next section, we

describe how we used topic models for this purpose.

4. Topic modeling: an inductive relational approach to the study of culture

Textual analysis has always been a central part of the study of culture. The digitization of huge

quantities of text has raised the stakes by enabling scholars to launch more ambitious projects,

while requiring development of new, more powerful, analytic tools. As a leading text on content
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6 Topic modeling automates much of the culling process because, as noted below, it tends to quarantine text from

inappropriate documents into particular topics. Hand-culling left open the option of using complementary analytic

methods. The screening process excluded (a) articles that referred only to public arts funding outside the United States, to

foundations or corporate or private patrons but not to government arts patronge, or to government grants for purposes

other than support of arts programming or arts institutions (e.g., scientific exhibits at science museums); (b) articles about

public museums that did not refer to funding; (c) articles about local cultural commissions that dealt solely with building

licensing processes or about prizes that did not entail financial support; (d) articles that referred to an arts agency to

identify someone by title (e.g., a list of persons attending a society wedding); (e) articles about the National Education

Association (also initialized as NEA); and (f) articles with inapposite combinations of keywords (e.g., ‘‘Granted, the art of

politics. . .’’).
7 We believe that we succeeded in our effort to be comprehensive. A study that sought to collect articles on

Mapplethorpe and the controversies over NEA funding of offensive art published from December 1988 through

December 1989, using a range of methods, located 151 texts (McLeod and MacKenzie, 1998). By contrast, we identified

207 articles referring to Mapplethorpe alone in the 12 months of 1989, even though we examined only five sources and

excluded articles about the photographer that did not refer to arts funding.



analysis puts it, digitization shifts ‘‘the bottleneck of content analysis from the costs of access and

tedious human coding to the need for good theory, sound methodology, and software. . .’’
(Krippendorf, 2004, p. 43).

Sociologists ordinarily analyze texts in one of three ways. Some scholars simply read texts

and produce virtuoso interpretations based on insights their readings produce. The limitations

of this approach for generating reproducible results are apparent. The second common

strategy is to produce a set of themes (based on research questions, theoretical priors, or

perusal of a subset of texts), create a coding sheet, and then code texts by reading them (or,

more often, by having research assistants read them) (Holsti, 1969). The limitations of this

approach are (a) that it is impractical when corpora are very large; (b) the more analytically

interesting are the research questions, the harder it is to achieve acceptable levels of inter-

coder reliability; and (c) the approach presumes that the researcher knows what is worth

finding in the texts before having analyzed them. A third strategy involves using computer

programs to search texts for keywords (selected based on research questions or theoretical

priors) and comparing subsets of texts with respect to the prevalence of those keywords

(Stone et al., 1966). This approach requires the researcher to circumscribe the scope

of exploration a priori and, by treating each instance of a term as equivalent, it violates

a fundamental principle of cultural sociology, i.e., that meaning emerges from relations

among terms rather than inhering within them. Although the latter two methods can be

helpful in asking well defined questions of small sets of texts (and, as we demonstrate below,

can complement inductive methods), neither is sufficient on its own for most analytic

purposes.

It follows from this brief review that a sound approach to text analysis must satisfy four

desiderata. First it must be explicit, so that data are available for the researcher to test his or her

interpretations and for other researchers to reproduce the analyses. Second, it must be automated,

in order to accommodate the volume of text available given the prevalence of digital archiving.

Third, it must be inductive to permit researchers to discover the structure of the corpus before

imposing their priors on the analysis, and to enable different researchers to use the same corpus to

pursue different research questions. Finally, it must recognize the relationality of meaning by

treating terms as varying in meaning across different contexts. Topic modeling (Blei, 2011; Blei

and Lafferty, 2009) satisfies all four conditions.

4.1. How topic models work

Topic modeling algorithms are a suite of machine learning methods for discovering hidden

thematic structure in large collections of documents. With a collection of documents as input, a

topic model can produce a set of interpretable ‘‘topics’’ (i.e., groups of words that are associated

under a single theme) and assess the strength with which each document exhibits those topics.

Topic models enable researchers to code text collections that are too large to code by hand––a

topic model will estimate a coding instrument and situate each document within it. Furthermore,

a topic model might uncover topics that a researcher using hand coding methods might not

otherwise have seen. For researchers in the social sciences, topic models provide a new

computational lens into the structure of a collection of texts. With topic models, researchers can

discover new patterns in their text data and analyze much larger collections than is possible by

hand.

In this work we used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which is among the simplest topic

models (Blei, 2012; Blei et al., 2003). LDA is a statistical model of language. It assumes that
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there are a set of topics in a collection (the number is specified in advance), where a topic is

formally defined as a distribution over a vocabulary. Terms that are prominent within a topic are

those that tend to occur in documents together more frequently than one would expect by

chance. In LDA, each document exhibits those topics with different proportions. For

example, the model described below contains topics about ‘‘controversial NEA grants,’’

‘‘performing arts,’’ and ‘‘urban arts projects.’’ (By a topic being ‘‘about’’ a subject, we mean

that those distributions over the vocabulary place high probability on words that an analyst

would interpret as related to the subject.) Articles that discuss controversial NEA-supported

art exhibits and dance, for example, will exhibit the first two topics, respectively; articles that

discuss city policies related to the arts will exhibit the third; and an article about NEA support

for controversial performing-arts events will exhibit the first and the second. We emphasize

that these topics are not known in advance. The algorithm behind LDA analyzes the

collection to estimate simultaneously the topics and how the documents exhibit them. Table 2

illustrates the most frequent words from topics uncovered in our collection of articles relating

to government support for the arts.

LDA takes a relational approach to meaning, in the sense that co-occurrences are important in

the assignment of words to topics. Intuitively, in order to capture these patterns of co-occurrence,

LDA trades off two goals: first, for each document, allocate its observed words to few topics;

second, for each topic, assign high probability to few words from the vocabulary. Notice that

these goals are at odds. Consider a document that exhibits one topic. Its observed words must all

have probability under that topic, making it harder to give few words high probability. Now

consider a set of topics, each of which has very few words with high probability; documents must

be allocated to several topics to explain those observations, making it harder to assign documents

to few topics. LDA finds good topics by trading off these goals.

We have described the intuitions behind LDA. The algorithms for LDA, however, are derived

by taking a Bayesian probabilistic perspective (Gelman et al., 2003)––encoding the topics and

the per-document topic proportions as hidden random variables in a hierarchical probabilistic

model and then approximating the conditional distribution of those variables given an observed

collection of documents. In this article, we analyze the output of such algorithms (Blei et al.,

2003; Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004). Given the texts, LDA inference produces a set of topics (see

Table 2), and for each document, an estimate of its topic proportions and to which topic each

observed word is assigned.

For sociologists of culture, an important element in topic models’ appeal is the interpretability

of some or all of the topics in most solutions. Such substantive interpretability is not required by

the approach (Blei et al., 2003, p. 996), as for many purposes (e.g., identifying documents at risk

of containing information requiring redaction) interpretation is unnecessary. Moreover, the

program ‘‘knows’’ only where each text begins and ends and what terms are contained within it

(with no semantic information about the terms themselves). Blei (2012, p. 79) attributes the

interpretability of most topics to ‘‘the statistical structure of observed language and how it

interacts with the specific probabilistic assumptions of LDA.’’ In applications to the study of

culture, substantive interpretability is crucial. Many topics may be viewed as frames (semantic

contexts that prime particular associations or interpretations of a phenomenon in a reader) and

employed accordingly (Gamson, 1992; Klebanov et al., 2008).

Another particular strength of topic modeling is its ability to capture polysemy and

disambiguate different uses of a term, based on the context (other terms) in which it appears. In

their emphasis on relationality, topic models capture the insight, shared by linguistics and much

cultural sociology, that meanings emerge out of relations rather than residing within words

P. DiMaggio et al. / Poetics 41 (2013) 570–606578
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funding; no shading (3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12) = specific arts genres, events, or grant purposes; Alpha was set to .1, Eta to .08, and the program ran through 50 iterations].

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 Topic 9 Topic 10 Topic  11 Topic  12

city 
buildin g 
park 
desig n 
downto wn 
art 
project 
cente r 
commission 
public 
sculpture 
street 
murals 
buildin gs 
space  
site 
square 
area  
mural 
foot 
construction 
built 
town 
avenue 
archi tect 
community 
artists 
coun ty 
neighbo rhood 
wall 
hall 

nea  
art 
endowment 
frohnmayer 
arts 
artists 
mapplethorpe 
helms 
grants 
fun din g 
grant 
agency 
cong ress  
obsce nity 
chairman 
artistic 
obsce ne 
cou ncil 
corcoran 
federal 
censorship 
dec ision 
serr ano 
yeste rday 
amendment 
panel 
controversial 
controversy 
political 
artist 
exhi bit 

music 
orchestra 
jazz 
symphony 
opera 
conce rt 
musicians 
conce rts 
musical 
band 
compo ser 
blues 
hall 
classical 
piano 
compo sers 
orchestras 
pianist 
sin gers 
conducto r 
son gs 
quartet 
festiv al 
mozart 
sea son 
chamber 
performance s 
performance  
philharmonic 
son g 
sin ger 

tv 
film 
show 
television 
news 
channel 
global 
http 
icon 
movie 
night 
presid ent 
war 
cbs 
hollywo od 
sta r 
pbs 
class  
york 
texas 
air 
los 
police  
nbc 
station 
radio 
abc 
actor 
sov iet 
documenta ry 
angeles 

senate 
house 
budget 
cong ress  
bill 
clint on 
republicans 
app rop ria tions 
rep 
federal 
committe e 
r 
republican 
vote 
spendin g 
fun din g 
gingrich 
amendment 
cong ress ional 
agency 
cuts 
gop 
chairman 
sen 
subcommitte e 
legislation 
presid ent 
agencies 
cut 
democrats 
fiscal 

arts 
organiza tions 
museum 
groups 
artists 
school 
art 
grants 
cou ncil 
00 
cente r 
directo r 
educa tion 
community 
student s 
board 
program 
supp ort 
cultural 
fund 
symphony 
grant 
commission 
schools 
programs 
fun din g 
money 
institutions 
foundation 
performing 
opera 

budget 
tax 
perce nt 
coun ty 
cou ncil 
city 
money 
state 
board 
government 
federal 
cuts 
increa se 
plan 
income 
00 
cut 
taxes 
service s 
propo sed 
programs 
off icials 
spendin g 
mayo r 
funds 
deficit 
develo pment 
public 
economic 
fun din g 
housin g 

bush 
government 
political 
presid ent 
clint on 
campaig n 
buchanan 
rig ht 
republican 
abo rtion 
helms 
conservative 
party 
democratic 
issue 
elec tion 
issues 
public 
politics 
speec h 
rig hts 
americans 
religious 
rea gan 
candidat e 
vote rs 
democrats 
liberal 
policy 
conservatives 
race  

film 
book 
poetry 
chi ldren 
black 
writin g 
write rs 
poet 
sto ry 
mother 
school 
ms 
lite rary 
women 
books 
father 
read 
films 
novel 
poems 
write r 
didn 
sto ries 
write 
love 
work 
don 
fic tion 
kids 
movie 
rea din g 

theate r 
dance  
company 
ballet 
thea tre 
play 
broadw ay 
production 
sea son 
festiv al 
thea ters 
artistic 
performance  
actors 
dance rs 
plays 
directo r 
productions 
opera 
sta ge 
musical 
performance s 
companies 
audience  
shakespea re 
repertory 
troupe 
playw righ t 
ms 
playw righ ts 
cente r 

information 
festiv al 
saturday 
tickets 
sunday 
22 
call 
cente r 
chi ldren 
free 
park 
730 
noo n 
county 
admi ssion 
friday 
21 
nw 
show 
street 
oct 
sept 
tomorrow 
avenue 
arts 
commission 
aug 
chu rch 
spo nsored 
library 
series 

art 
museum 
artists 
gallery 
pain tin gs 
exhibition 
artist 
show 
pain tin g 
col lec tion 
work 
works 
sculpture 
exhibit 
century 
sculptures 
objects 
pain ted 
images 
museums 
curato r 
contempo rary 
view 
piece s 
pain ter 
galleries 
pictures 
display 
abstract 
glass  
modern 
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archi tec ts 
artist 
historic 
resident s 
archi tec ture 
museum 
feet 
metro 
projects 
stat ion 
space s 
garden 
parkin g 
portland 
wpa 
walls 
plan 
desig ned 
facility 
stat ue 
place  
artwo rk 
bridge 
urban 
parks 
south 
00 
north 
kent 
land 
nea r 
stree ts 
glass  
plaza  
visitors 
piece  
installed 
loca tion 

show 
radice  
members 
national_endowme
nt_arts 
gallery 
supp ort 
fin ley 
express ion 
jesse 
debate 
photographs 
aids 
performance  
government 
money 
offensive 
cou rt 
freedom 
dece ncy 
issue 
lette r 
restrictions 
sexual 
fund s 
fund ed 
public 
work 
alexander 
stat ement 
directo r 
panels 
wildmon 
cong ress ional 
sen 
hughes 
langu age 
review 

sing ing 
folk 
play 
album 
playing 
ensemble 
perform 
musician 
rock 
beeth oven 
rec ordin g 
audience  
guitar 
sop rano 
sin g 
dance  
chorus 
violin 
gospel 
instrument s 
conce rto 
american 
series 
played 
choir 
performed 
program 
violinist 
sou nd 
strin g 
players 
schwarz 
bac h 
ellington 
rec ital 
rec ordin gs 
carnegie 
instrument 

video 
world 
osca r 
produce r 
hour 
network 
wife 
vietnam 
movies 
yeste rday 
films 
stat ions 
broadca st 
tonight 
actress  
celebrity 
magazine 
won 
illustration 
game 
sta rs 
dinne r 
sto ry 
bill 
party 
car 
named 
vice  
business  
broadca stin g 
rock 
entertain ment 
murder 
lady 
games 
awards 
o 
media 

endowment 
admin istration 
y 
humanities 
nea  
perce nt 
voted 
spea ker 
yeste rday 
programs 
app roved 
interior 
government 
armey 
democrat 
n 
lawmakers 
neh 
plan 
national 
proposed 
educa tion 
lea ders 
vote s 
senato rs 
fund s 
endowments 
members 
x 
lea dership 
votin g 
senato r 
yate s 
defense 
medic are 
floo r 
williams 
legislative 

endowment 
fund s 
thea ter 
city 
presid ent 
executive 
museums 
coun ty 
organiza tion 
cach 
humanities 
perce nt 
budget 
chairman 
awards 
corpo rate 
national 
visual 
local 
projects 
project 
dance  
raisin g 
teachers 
chi ldren 
committe e 
public 
awarded 
nea  
stat e 
announced 
fin ancial 
culture 
rece ived 
members 
educa tional 
nonp rofit 
sta ff 

pay 
commission 
district 
fiscal 
prop erty 
cost 
business  
revenu e 
department 
health 
proposal 
hotel 
costs 
fin ancial 
fund 
program 
committe e 
app roved 
sales 
police  
companies 
employee s 
business es 
insurance  
reduce  
schools 
supp ort 
off ice  
agencies 
private 
school 
construction 
service  
members 
care 
grow th 
revenu es 
management 

america  
culture 
christian 
republicans 
social 
dole 
candidates 
values 
congress  
tax 
gay 
anti 
american 
presid ential 
white 
moral 
admin istration 
coalition 
welfare 
platform 
women 
stat e 
civ il 
war 
agenda 
economic 
politicians 
primary 
taxes 
society 
educa tion 
senato r 
nation 
gop 
north 
supp ort 
federal 
gantt 

poets 
youn g 
lite rature 
family 
published 
friends 
lives 
chi ld 
autho r 
parents 
aids 
rig ht 
teacher 
voice  
thoug ht 
student s 
rea l 
son 
poem 
living 
write s 
written 
wrote 
men 
self 
age 
charac ters 
boy 
girl 
kind 
sense 
lea rn 
talk 
friend 
culture 
come 
press  
sta rted 

actor 
cast 
show 
arena 
choreographer 
audience s 
the 
premie re 
drama 
performed 
dance r 
thea trical 
kennedy 
performing 
rep 
work 
directo rs 
american 
tony 
choreographers 
i 
directed 
musicals 
black 
gockley 
hgo 
rehearsal 
ensemble 
joffr ey 
act 
choreography 
night 
graham 
studio 
york 
playh ouse 
dancin g 
sta ged 

thursday 
jersey 
ann ual 
film 
july 
wednesday 
nov 
conce rt 
school 
col lege 
dc 
31 
saturdays 
tuesday 
gallery 
73 
program 
art 
event 
mond ay 
sundays 
museum 
thea ter 
student s 
include 
feb 
cou ncil 
workshop 
march 
930 
830 
road 
adults 
music 
lec ture 
open 
dance  
society 

photographs 
drawin gs 
catalogue 
portrait 
color 
exhibitions 
pain t 
the 
japanese 
american 
portraits 
ms 
wood 
visual 
landsca pe 
world 
piece  
smi thsonian 
installation 
col lec tions 
furni ture 
materials 
forms 
figures 
great 
col lec tors 
photography 
show s 
wall 
light 
sculptor 
retrospec tive 
19th 
picasso 
prints 
walls 
corcoran 
de 
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district 
archi tec tural 
open 
river 
plans 
renovation 
floo r 
wrig ht 
seat 
island 
develo pment 
developers 
cost 
place s 
local 
memorial 
northwest 
landsca pe 
wate r 
house 
build 
library 
commissioned 
everett 
tree s 
entrance  
mall 
brick 
spaff ord 
home 
sites

community 
museum 
legislation 
andres 
pee r 
exhi bition 
pornography 
gay 
contempo rary 
protest 
explicit 
york 
board 
rea uthorization 
judge 
law 
appl ica tions 
ne 
urine 
reje cted 
adv isory 
app roved 
national 
process  
mee ting 
orr  
organiza tions 
case 
cheney 
sta ndards 
cahall 
senator

premie re 
bernstein 
conductin g 
performing 
audience s 
performers 
pop 
traditional 
player 
evening 
bands 
orchestral 
works 
radio 
solo 
cello 
bass  
choral 
youn g 
tenor 
guitarist 
repertoire 
juilliard 
soloist 
trio 
cellist 
tickets 
quintet 
piece  
culture 
flu te

spo rts 
cc 
internet 
guy 
industry 
cable 
press  
award 
market 
national_endowmen
t_arts 
food 
scree n 
commercial 
sin ger 
michael 
simpson 
british 
baseball 
celebrities 
john 
top 
disney 
hit 
club 
host 
joe 
moscow 
kennedy 
united 
france  
shot

veto 
newt 
mea sure 
democratic 
majority 
debate 
department 
eliminate 
conservatives 
con ference  
pass ed 
conservative 
white 
national_endowment_
arts 
compromi se 
proposal 
tax 
bills 
reduction 
gorton 
increa se 
app rop ria tion 
capitol 
alexander 
rea gan 
bush 
sec reta ry 
hac kney 
representa tive 
regula 
delay

contributions 
university 
major 
donors 
orchestra 
ms 
group 
ballet 
artistic 
music 
american 
ann ual 
private 
develo pment 
society 
award 
ass ociation 
national_endowmen
t_arts 
professional 
col lege 
repo rt 
elementary 
study 
rece ive 
foundations 
district 
texas 
donations 
dc 
corpo rations 
activi ties

resident s 
aid 
jobs 
arts 
law 
increa ses 
workers 
agency 
admin istration 
economy 
dollars 
executive 
raise 
vote rs 
community 
motel 
rate 
nee ds 
spend 
groups 
eliminate 
projects 
fee s 
legislature 
mee ting 
highe r 
capital 
facilities 
local 
increa sed 
total

reform 
jesse 
con vention 
debate 
care 
power 
views 
constitutional 
lea ders 
liberals 
carolina 
argument 
georgia 
family 
country 
sex 
view 
black 
democracy 
reed 
polls 
television 
groups 
believe 
free 
crime 
pro 
term 
united 
majority 
elected

teaching 
language 
eyes 
american 
world 
born 
prize  
taught 
remember 
room 
daughter 
reca lls 
sittin g 
wife 
dea th 
charac ter 
brother 
husband 
col lege 
play 
english 
felt 
lea rned 
sex 
great 
body 
doesn 
library 
hair 
stu ff 
grew

comedy 
show s 
tickets 
de 
tourin g 
produce r 
performers 
actress  
perform 
balanchine 
alley 
papp 
acting 
works 
ballets 
ticket 
morris 
modern 
costumes 
sum mer 
albee  
tap 
ailey 
martha 
presented 
pnb 
dance s 
sta ges 
produce rs 
graney 
city

25 
dec  
26 
crafts 
28 
area  
tonight 
fea turin g 
april 
events 
reservations 
scheduled 
jan 
hall 
king 
exhibit 
fea ture 
fridays 
communi ty 
27 
630 
women 
university 
29 
con nec ticut 
food 
workshop s 
rece ption 
24 
town 
ages

paris 
colors 
pain ters 
history 
black 
french 
whitney 
studio 
see n 
berlin 
sense 
bronze  
canvas 
organized 
form 
curato rs 
craft 
van 
garden 
20th 
metal 
desig n 
culture 
fine 
landsca pes 
chi nese 
paper 
human 
different 
auction 
hirshhorn



(Mohr, 1994; Mohr and Duquenne, 1997; Saussure, 1983). Thus many terms may appear in more

than one topic within a given corpus of documents.

A third virtue of topic modeling is its deep affinity to the central insight in the sociology

of culture that texts do not necessarily reflect a singular perspective but are often characterized

by heteroglossia, the copresence of competing ‘‘voices’’—perspectives or styles of

expression—within a single text (Bakhtin, 1982 [1934–1941]).8 Blei (2012, p. 78) writes

that the fundamental ‘‘intuition behind LDA is that documents exhibit multiple topics.’’ The

results that LDA produces can be useful in examining heteroglossia empirically.

4.2. Implementation of the model on the arts-funding corpus

Topic modeling is an exploratory technique, useful for imposing order upon large bodies

of textual data and for discovering information that helps analysts see beyond their priors.

Topic models can produce any number of topics that the researcher specifies: One chooses the

number based on interpretability and analytic utility (Blei and Lafferty, 2009, p. 12). Like any

clustering technique, the method should be employed as a heuristic tool in combination with

additional information by a research team that includes subject-area experts (Grimmer and

Stewart, 2011).

In the analyses reported here, each text is a newspaper article that mentions government

support for the arts. The analysis was conducted on all 54,982 terms appearing in all 7958

documents—save for names of newspapers or their cities of publication (which would have

artificially biased the solution toward topics that treated articles from the same newspaper as

similar), and ‘‘stop words’’ (very common words like articles, conjunctions, or forms of the verb

‘‘to be’’). We included all texts in one analysis, thus assuming that a single underlying structure

characterized discourse about government arts support in all five newspapers. This enabled us to

examine variation in newspapers’ relative emphasis on particular themes, at the expense of

investigating variation in the topic structure across sources.

Think of the model as a lens for viewing a corpus of documents. Finding the right lens is

different than evaluating a statistical model based on a population sample. The point is not to

estimate population parameters correctly, but to identify the lens through which one can see the

data most clearly. Just as different lenses may be more appropriate for long-distance or middle-

range vision, different models may be more appropriate depending on the analyst’s substantive

focus. As the statistician George Box (1979, p. 202) wrote of models that cluster population data

in order to make them tractable: ‘‘All are wrong; some are useful.’’

In some cases (for example, identifying public records that require redaction), the relative

efficacy of different models can be readily assessed. But when topic modeling is used to identify

themes and assist in interpretation, rather than to predict a knowable state or quantity, there is no

statistical test for the optimal number of topics or for the quality of a solution. Indeed, a statistical

test for an overall solution (as opposed to for the quality of particular topics, for which assessment

methods exist [Mimno and Blei, 2011]) would be misleading, because models often shunt noisy

data into uninterpretable topics in ways that strengthen the coherence of topics that remain. Thus,

the test of the model as a whole is its ability to identify a number of substantively meaningful and

P. DiMaggio et al. / Poetics 41 (2013) 570–606582

8 Applications of topic modeling of particular interest to social scientists (Ramage et al., 2009) include analyze of over-

time change in and influence among scientific texts (Blei and Lafferty, 2009; Gerrish and Blei, 2010); discovery of groups

within and networks among S&P 500 corporations (Doyle and Elkan, n.d.); predicting congressional roll-call votes

(Gerrish and Blei, 2011), political agendas (Grimmer, 2010) and legislative issue salience (Quinn et al., 2010); and

ranking universities based on the extent to which their research is cutting edge (Ramage et al., 2010).



analytically useful topics, not its success in optimizing across all topics. Appendix A in the online

supplement describes the process by which we selected the model on which the analyses that

follow are based.

4.3. Interpreting the solution

Table 2 displays the 12-topic solution, listing the 100 highest-ranked terms for each topic

(based on TF*IDF weighting, which adjusts prevalence within a topic for prevalence within the

corpus as a whole). Topic order has no significance. We call attention to three sets of topics: Three

topics highlighting different types of social or political conflict (dark shading); two topics

emphasizing local projects and revenues (light shadings); and seven topics primarily concerned

with specific arts genres, types of grant, or event information (no shading). To guide the reader

through the process of interpreting model results, we begin our discussion with an extended

account of the conflict topics (2, 5, and 8), and then discuss the others more succinctly.

4.3.1. Conflict topics

These topics are the focus of our analysis of press coverage of debates over the National

Endowment for the Arts. Three topics define different conflict-laden semantic contexts. The first of

these, Topic 2 comprises terms related to controversies over NEA grants (see Table 2). We begin our

interpretation by visually inspecting the terms, which are ranked on the basis of their centrality to

this topic (i.e., the extent to which they appear with other terms in the topic, adjusted for their

prevalence in the corpus). The first terms make it clear that this topic pertains to the National

Endowment for the Arts: NEA, art, endowment, Frohnmayer (NEA Chair during the most

tumultuous period), arts, and artists. All of these terms refer to the agency, its leadership, or the

objects of its benefactions. Next we come to terms directly related to the controversies that

bedeviled the agency in the late 1980s: Mapplethorpe, Helms (Sen. Jesse Helms, the NEA’s leading

congressional antagonist), grants, funding, agency, and congress. Other terms reinforce this theme:

chairman, obscene, corcoran (the Corcoran Museum, which canceled the Mapplethorpe exhibit, an

act condemned by much of the art world), censorship, Serrano, panel, controversial, controversy,

and names of several other artists and political figures central to the debates.

After reviewing the list of terms, the next step in interpretation is to examine texts that exhibit

Topic 2 with the highest probability. Recall that each word in each text (stop words excepted) is

assigned to one of the twelve topics. We look now at articles in which the highest proportions of

words are assigned to Topic 2.

The five articles in which this topic accounted for all assigned terms included three covering a

lawsuit by artists who claimed that the NEA exercised censorship in denying them grants after its

panels had selected their projects for funding, and a news article and an editorial about the NEA’s

decision to withhold funding from an art exhibit on AIDS after learning that the exhibit catalog

criticized prominent political and religious figures. Titles included ‘‘National Endowment for the

Arts to Settle Suit for $252,000’’ (Houston Chronicle, June 6, 1993); ‘‘NEA to Pay 4 Denied Art

Grants, but ‘Decency’ Rule Challenge Unresolved’’ (Washington Post, June 5, 1993); ‘‘NEA

Withholds Grant for AIDS Art Exhibit’’ (Houston Chronicle, November 9, 1989); ‘‘Cardinal

Principle’’ (New York Times, November 22, 1989 [editorial deploring the NEA’s decision on the

AIDS exhibit]); and ‘‘Arts Grant Decency Standards Struck Down’’ (Seattle Times, June 9, 1992,

describing a federal court decision that was subsequently appealed). Inspection of these articles,

as well as the next twenty-five ranked by the percentage of words assigned to Topic 2, all of which

were squarely on topic, confirmed our interpretation that the topic focused on controversial

P. DiMaggio et al. / Poetics 41 (2013) 570–606 583



grants, objections to those grants, the NEA’s efforts to appease its critics, and artists’ reactions to

those efforts.

Topic 5 includes terms related to congressional deliberations and the politics that

accompanied them (see Table 2). Congress became involved in the NEA controversies in

three ways: repeatedly postponing the agency’s reauthorization; cutting or threatening to cut its

budget; and proposing or enacting limits to the agency’s autonomy. The most highly ranked terms

are: senate, house, budget, congress, bill, clinton, republicans, appropriations, rep (as in

‘‘Representative’’), and federal. Words specifically related to cultural funding (NEA, NEH,

Alexander [Jane Alexander, Pres. Clinton’s first NEA Chair], and Interior [the House Committee

that oversees the cultural agencies’ budgets]) also appear on the list, indicating that cultural

agencies are mentioned in the context of broader budget issues.

Indeed, texts in which Topic 5 terms dominated word assignments dealt with congressional

actions related to the NEA’s budget. Headlines of articles in which more than 97 percent of

assigned words were assigned to Topic 5 included ‘‘Votes in Congress’’ (New York Times,

October 17, 1993, noting a negative vote on abolishing the NEA and a positive vote reauthorizing

the agency), ‘‘For the Record’’ (Washington Post, September 26, 1991, discussing Senate votes—

including votes against cutting the NEA budget and for imposing restrictions forbidding grants in

support of obscene artworks); ‘‘How Texans Voted’’ (Houston Chronicle, July 18, 1993,

reporting votes on a motion to defund the NEA); and two similar articles in the Chronicle

reporting Texas legislators’ votes on other matters affecting the Arts Endowment. In addition to

such brief informational items, other articles in which Topic 5 terms were prevalent bore such

titles as ‘‘NEA Funding Dealt Blow in House’’ (Houston Chronicle, July 14, 1995), ‘‘Future of

National Endowment For Arts Looks Uncertain as Legislation is Stalled’’ (Seattle Times, July 25,

1990), and ‘‘Senate Panel Backs Money for Arts Agency’’ (New York Times, July 19, 1997).

Topic 8 is an important one for this study, as it represents the integration of conflict over the arts

into a broader frame of social and political conflict associated with the ‘‘culture wars’’ of the 1990s

(see Table 2). Whereas Topic 2 contexts depict the NEA’s controversial grants as isolated problems,

Topic 8 contexts tend to portray arts-funding controversies as one instance of a broader cultural

struggle, marking their transformation from a series of events to an issue aligned with other moral or

social issues (Shaw, 1977). The highest ranked terms in this topic are related to electoral politics

(Bush, political, president, Clinton, campaign, and Buchanan), reflecting the influence of Pat

Buchanan, who called for a ‘‘culture war’’ during his challenge to the first President Bush for the

1992 Republican presidential nomination. Other terms on the list refer to ideological and cultural

issues directly (e.g., culture, abortion, gay, Christian, moral, sex, religious, and family).

News stories tend to be episodic rather than thematic (Iyengar, 1991), event-driven rather than

analytic, and inattentive to the broader context in which events occur. Thus if our interpretation of

Topic 8 is correct, we would expect that, in contrast to the top-ranked articles for Topics 2 and

Topic 5, which were all news reports, the top-rated articles for Topic 8 would include news

analyses, editorials, and op-eds—i.e., genres more likely than news stories to place events in

context. Indeed, this was the case. Articles in which words were most likely to be assigned to

Topic 8 (more than 90 percent in each case) included ‘‘Bush’s Message Might Be: I Like the Job’’

(Houston Chronicle, March 7, 1992, news analysis of the Republican primary battle between

Bush and Buchanan); ‘‘The Republican Platform: Excerpts From the Republican Party’s

Platform: A New Call for Unity’’ (New York Times, August 18, 1992); ‘‘Bush’s Spent

Presidency’’ (Washington Post, March 6, 1992, editorial lamenting Bush’s responsiveness to the

right, citing Bush’s firing of the NEA Chairman as an example); ‘‘Bookshelf: Middle Class Left

in the Lurch’’ (Wall Street Journal, May 31, 1991, a review of E.J. Dionne’s Why Americans Hate
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Politics that referred to ‘‘federal grants for obscene art’’); and ‘‘God and the GOP; Will We on the

Christian Right Go Wrong?’’ (Washington Post, September 26, 1993, an op-ed column by the

head of the Christian Action Network citing the campaign against NEA as one of several cases in

which the Christian Coalition had lost its focus. Note that none of these pieces was a regular news

story: Topic 8’s natural home was in longer analysis pieces that characterized broadly the state of

American politics or culture.9

4.3.2. Urban topics

Two topics deal with the urban environment. Topic 1 includes numerous terms related to the

role of the arts in economic-development schemes and the use of art to enhance urban places: city,

building, park, design, downtown, art, project, center, commission, architecture, murals, historic.

Articles in which this topic was strongly represented included stories about a 25-mile bike trail

featuring artistic installations and about the renovation of a monument in a Houston park.

Articles in which Topic 1 was dominant tended to focus on local arts agencies rather than state or

federal arts support. Topic 7 is a state/local counterpart to Topic 5, dominated by terms related to

state and local budgets and financial deliberations like budget, tax, percent, county, council, city,

money, state, board, government, cuts and services. Almost all articles in which Topic 7 was

prevalent described tax or budget issues, including several on Seattle’s and Houston’s use of

hotel/motel-tax revenues to assist cultural organizations.

4.3.3. Genre topics

With one exception, these topics refer to particular art forms or types of grant. Many articles in

which these topics are prominent focus on the content of artistic exhibits or performances that

received government grants. Topic 3 covers all kinds of musical performances and organizations,

with high-culture forms (orchestra, jazz, symphony, opera) ranked highest, but more popular forms

(band, blues, folk and rock) included as well. The articles that Topic 3 terms dominated most

thoroughly previewed a chamber music festival, described a chamber-music concert series, and

profiled a jazz composers’ orchestra. Topic 10 plays a similar role for theater and dance: Top-ranked

terms include theater, dance, company, ballet, theater, play, Broadway, production, season, and

festival. Topic 10 terms were featured most prominently in articles describing the opening of new

theater and dance productions supported by government grants. Finally, Topic 12 includes terms

referring to museum exhibits and the visual arts: art, museum, artists, gallery, paintings, exhibition,

artist, show, painting, collection, and works. The esthetic emphasis of this topic is clear from such

terms as forms, figures, light, colors, and sense. The articles in which Topic 12 was most heavily

represented included accounts of exhibits of antiquities and of modernist paintings.

Two topics within the genre subset dealt with the media and works often presented by

commercial rather than nonprofit entities. Topic 4 consists of terms primarily associated with

television or film production, such as tv, film, show, television, news, channel, movie, cbs, pbs,

documentary. Topic 4 is represented in articles referring to grants to documentary filmmakers.

Other articles, including several in which the topic is most prominent, refer to arts funding in

passing. One top-rated article, for example, mentioned that an Academy Award winner wore a

lapel button symbolizing political support for the NEA. Topic 9 also includes film and movie

among its ranked terms, but along with terms related to narrative (including biographical

sketches or plot summaries) and the literary arts: book, poetry, children, black, writing, writers,
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poet, story, and mother. The article in which Topic 9 was most prevalent was a profile of Sapphire,

the author of the novel Push, on which the prize-winning film ‘‘Precious’’ was based, who had

received a poetry fellowship from the NEA.

The final two topics in this subset belong in this group for other reasons. Topic 6 focuses upon

grants to many kinds of arts organizations, often for education or community-outreach. It

combines terms related to arts support (arts, organizations, museum, grants, council,

commission) with terms related to education (school, education, community, students, board).

Topic 11 comprises terms that appear in announcements of events, like information, festival,

Saturday, tickets, Sunday, call, children, free, park, and 7:30. Topic 11 terms focus on where and

when events take place and how much they cost, and are represented most heavily in event

listings. The topic is of no substantive interest, but its emergence sharpens genre-related topics by

segregating boilerplate terms in a distinct location.

4.4. Working with the solution

Producing an interpretable solution is the beginning, not the end, of an analysis. The solution

constructs meaningful categories and generates corpus-level measures (e.g., the percentage of

documents in which a given topic is highly represented) and document-level measures (e.g., the

percentage of words in each document assigned to each topic) based on these categories. It

remains for the analyst to use this information to address the analytic questions that motivated the

research. The analyst must also validate the solution by demonstrating that the model is sound

and that his or her interpretation is plausible.

There are three forms of validation. The first is statistical, seeing if the model results are

consistent with the assumptions of the model and, if they are not (as is usually the case), using

deviations to better interpret the results. The use of the mutual information (MI) criterion (Mimno

and Blei, 2011) represents a test of this kind (see Section 6.1). The second is semantic or internal

(Grimmer and Stewart, 2011): For this, we employ hand coding of sample texts to discover

whether the model meaningfully discriminates between different senses of the same or similar

terms (see Section 5.1). The third is predictive or external (Grimmer and Stewart, 2011): Here we

ask if attention to particular topics responds in predictable ways to news events that should affect

their prevalence if our interpretations are correct (see Section 5.3). We explore these forms of

validity below, in the context of a broader discussion of the use of topic models for

operationalizing key concepts in the sociology of culture.

5. Topic modeling renders operational central ideas in the sociology of culture

Although automated approaches to textual analysis are increasingly plentiful, specific

affinities between the topic-modeling algorithm and key ideas in the sociology of culture produce

a strong fit between theory and method. In this section, we discuss the ways in which topic

models enable scholars to render operational ideas about the relationality of meaning,

heteroglossia, and framing.

5.1. The relationality of meaning, contextual polysemy, and semantic validation of the

model

It is axiomatic to most social-scientific approaches that meaning is relational—i.e., that

meanings do not inhere in symbols (words, icons, gestures) but that symbols derive their meaning
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from the other symbols with which they appear and interact (Mohr, 1994; Mohr and Duquenne,

1997; Saussure, 1983). This assumption is built into the DNA of topic models in two ways. First,

the LDA algorithm allocates terms to topics based on their relations to other terms, placing

together terms that appear in the same texts more frequently than one would expect by chance.

Second, the algorithm permits different instances of the same term (i.e., different words) to be

assigned to more than one topic, in effect treating the term as a different unit of meaning

depending on the semantic environment in which it is instantiated. Thus, LDA provides a means

of operationalizing contextual polysemy, in which certain terms take on different meanings

depending upon the context in which they appear (Copestake and Briscoe, 1995).10 In LDA, each

topic can be viewed as a distinct discursive context for a term that is sometimes assigned to it. In

the arts-funding corpus there are many examples of terms that appear in the top 100 terms of

several topics—e.g., film (6 topics), museum (6 topics), council (7 topics), park (7 topics), music

(7 topics), moral (5 topics), and many others.

This feature enhances the realism of topic-model solutions and their ability to capture major

themes in corpora of texts. It also provides a means for semantic validation of topic-model

solutions. If the algorithm works properly, when the same term is assigned to different topics,

different meanings should be evident. And if the analyst has interpreted the topics correctly, these

differences should be consistent with the analyst’s interpretation. In effect, then, examining

differences in the meaning of the same term when it is assigned to different topics serves as a test

of internal validity.

We illustrate this point with an analysis of the term ‘‘museum,’’ which appears in 3271

documents and is assigned to six different topics. We compare the senses of the term when it is

assigned, respectively, to Topic 1 (urban space), Topic 6 (grants to multiple organizations and

multiculturalism), and Topic 12 (exhibitions), the three topics in which it is most prevalent.11 We

identified every text in which ‘‘museum’’ was assigned to a given topic and categorized the texts

into five sets according to the prevalence of the topic (i.e., the percentage of words assigned to it

in the text): 90 percent or more; 65–89 percent; 35–64 percent; 10–34 percent; and less than 10

percent. Except for those cases in which there were too few texts in a set, we randomly sampled

12 texts (for each topic in each set). These texts were then coded by hand, using the first

occurrence of the term assigned to a given topic in each text.

Results are displayed in Fig. 2. The y axis represents a count of texts falling into each category.

The top panel displays results for the full sample, the middle panel for texts with 35 percent or

more of words assigned to the focal topic, and the bottom panel for texts with fewer than 35

percent of words assigned to the focal topic. ‘‘Core’’ refers to assignments to contexts that are

consistent with our interpretation of each topic.

Because we interpreted Topic 1 as associated with the built environment, public art, and

economic development, its core subjects include references to museums in the context of urban

development plans, new museum buildings or major renovations of old ones, and public art

works. Because we interpreted Topic 6 as referring to both grants to multiple art forms and arts

outreach, we define its core subject areas as reports of major grants or gifts to museums and

references to multiculturalism, museum education programs, community outreach, and the
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museum’s relationship to its public. Finally, we interpreted Topic 12 as focusing upon

exhibitions, so we treat its core as references to museums in the context of reviews of or stories

about exhibitions. We classified as ‘‘other’’ references to museums that fit into none of these

categories, such as stories about permanent collections, event listings, references to several kinds

of arts organizations, philosophical discussions of art funding, references to museums in the
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context of profiles of artists or others who had worked at or been exhibited at museums,

references to the Institute of Museum Services, a story about an employee-discrimination

lawsuit, and metaphorical uses of ‘‘museum.’’

Fig. 2’s top panel demonstrates that the model satisfies the minimal condition for validation,

that ‘‘museum’’ be used in different senses when assigned to Topics 1, 6 and 12, respectively. The

model is validated by the very different senses in which ‘‘museum’’ is used when it is assigned to

the three different topics (with a chi-square probability for the contingency table that is

vanishingly small). When ‘‘museum’’ is assigned to Topic 1, 62 percent of the references are

about the built environment, compared to fewer than 8 percent for Topics 6 and 12. When it is

assigned to Topic 6, 46 percent of references are to grants or outreach, compared to fewer than 10

percent for the other topics. Finally, 55 percent of assignments of ‘‘museum’’ to Topic 12 concern

exhibitions, compared to 17 percent for Topic 1 and 7 percent for Topic 6. These results largely

validate our interpretations of the model.

When we distinguish between assignments to topics that account for many of the words in a

text, on the one hand, and those that account for relatively few, on the other hand, we discover

what may be an important limitation: discrimination among the senses of a term is far more

successful when the topic is prevalent in a text than when that topic accounts for a small

percentage of word assignments. The model distinguished extremely effectively among senses of

‘‘museum’’ for topics that were prevalent in texts. Putting aside the ‘‘other’’ category, the second

panel of Fig. 2 indicates that in texts in which at least 35 percent of words were assigned to the

relevant topic, the model was virtually unerring, assigning 20 of 21 references to the built

environment to Topic 1, 19 of 21 references to grants or outreach to Topic 6, and 23 of 24

discussions of particular exhibitions to Topic 12. By contrast, as the third panel indicates, in texts

with less than 35 percent prevalence, the model failed to discriminate significantly among

different senses of ‘‘museum.’’ The problem may lie in the random assignment of particular

instances of a word to topics, based on the topics’ prevalence in that text. If a topic is represented

sparsely, such random assignment may introduce a lot of noise. By contrast, if a topic dominates

the text, words associated with it are likely to appear in suitable contexts. There is no magic to the

crude dichotomization at 35 percent, of course, and the matter deserves further study.12

Although the results largely validated our interpretations, they did not do so completely. The

value of testing for internal validity in this way is underscored because, in examining the

disparity, we learned something important that leads us to amend our interpretation of Topic 6.

Note the high representation of ‘‘other’’ codes in Topic 6, accounting for 34 percent of

occurrences even in texts in which Topic 6 is relatively prevalent (considerably more than the 14

percent for Topic 12 and 5 percent for Topic 1). Seven of eleven references in the ‘‘other’’

category mention museums in the context of broad discussions of political philosophy or arts

policy, often having to do with funding or with the role of the arts in society. By contrast, such

contexts never occur for Topic 1 or Topic 12. In retrospect, the connection between these

references and the emphasis in Topic 6 on grants and outreach—in effect instantiations of these

broader issues—is understandable and leads to a broadened interpretation of Topic 6 as including

general as well as specific dimensions of grant-making and community responsibility.
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To summarize, we examined two terms (‘‘museum’’ here and ‘‘film’’ in Appendix B of the

online supplement) that appeared prominently in more than one topic and compared the sense in

which they appeared when assigned to each topic. We found that the models distinguished

effectively between competing meanings of the terms. Although the discriminations were not

perfect, almost all of the noise came from texts in which relatively few words were assigned to the

topic in question. For texts in which a topic accounted for 35 percent or more of word assignments,

topic models put into action the insight that meaning is relational, effectively discriminating

between different senses of the same term in the absence of any semantic information. Moreover,

the procedure validated our substantive interpretations of the topics, while providing information

that led us to amend one such interpretation based on new information the analyses revealed.

5.2. Heteroglossia

Another central concept in the study of culture is heteroglossia, the capacity of a text to

contain multiple voices and thus to speak in different ways to different audiences (Bakhtin, 1982

[1934–1941]). The notion of ‘‘voices’’ refers to characteristic modes of verbal expression (word

choice, syntax, phrasing, and so on) associated with particular speech communities.

Heteroglossia is related to polysemy in that voices may differ, in part, in their use of particular

terms, thus introducing multivocality (the ability to speak in different ways to multiple

audiences) into a text. A common example of such multivocality is ‘‘dog-whistle politics’’—the

practice of inserting terms into political speeches that are intensely meaningful to subsets of

listeners, but present more mundane meanings to the uninitiated.

Sometimes topics refer to particular subjects, but at other times they may refer to more than

that: distinct voices in the text. Whereas polysemy refers to variations in meaning of a single term,

heteroglossia refers to ambiguity at the level of the text. Identifying heteroglossia in texts is

important for sociologists of culture, because doing so makes it possible to trace influence over

time, as when phrases characteristic of one speech community (for example ‘‘culture war’’

language originating among religious conservatives) enter into texts produced by another

(earnest liberals concerned about political polarization). Topic models are well suited to

identifying heteroglossia because topic models are mixed membership models: Rather than assign

texts to particular topics, they view texts as mixtures of topics. That is, a model is a mixture of

topics that are shared across a collection of texts, with each document exhibiting the topics in

different proportion. This is critical: Insofar as topics capture the voices of different speech

communities, the distribution and co-occurrence of topics within texts represents a readily

exploitable measure of heteroglossia.

The extent to which topics can be identified with particular speech communities, or ‘‘voices’’ in

Bakhtin’s (1982 [1934–1941]) sense, varies from corpus to corpus. It seems likely to be the case for

literature (Bakhtin’s own case) and for texts associated with particular scientific disciplines,

political ideologies, or religious groups. By contrast, in news, writing stylistic idiosyncrasy is

discouraged and journalistic norms of balance and neutrality suppress ideological variation.

Even in news writing, however, one can discern different voices in material that a reporter

quotes or paraphrases. We can do no more than give a brief example here, an example that will

demonstrate clearly the multiple-membership feature of topic models and will at least suggest

(without providing sufficient background or analysis to confirm our interpretation) the way in

which this feature may contribute to the analysis of heteroglossia.

Fig. 3 illustrates how texts are parsed among different topics. It depicts an article reporting on

the announcement of several NEA grants. The box on the upper left corner lists topics to which
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words in the article have been assigned. In the standard output, colors are used to signify words

assigned to each topic. Here we use two shades of gray to illustrate terms assigned to Topic 2

(controversial grants [light shading]) and Topic 6 (education, outreach and multiple grantees

[dark shading]), which together account for 90 percent of assignments.

Consider two sentences from the article in Fig. 3:

“Th e Texas  Com mis sion on the  Arts r eceived a $ 50,000  grant fo r develop ing arts 
programs in ru ral, und erserv ed or inner-city areas of the state.  Th at  grant is pa rt 
of the  NEA ’s  new push to  encourage the  arts in area s that  historic ally have had 
few  artistic oppo rtun ities.” 

“It  see ms to me th at  the only reason that  I,  as  chairman,  could throw it out and 
substitute my own ju dgment would b e if  I were really persu aded that  there was no 
eviden ce of  artis tic subs tance in  the proposed grant ,’ h e said. ” 

Although they appear in the same article, these two sentences are dominated by different

topics. More than 70 percent of assigned words in the first passage are assigned to Topic 6 and 80

percent of assigned words in the second are assigned to Topic 2. These, we would suggest,

represent different voices, or perhaps different timbres of a bureaucratic voice.

The first includes terms that arts agencies imported from the public social-service delivery

system. (In the late 1970s, some arts policy makers went so far as to speak of the ‘‘arts service

delivery system’’ [DiMaggio, 1986, p. 6].) The service-provision voice is bold (‘‘NEA’s new

push’’); it is about ‘‘developing programs;’’ it defines the public as a set of constituencies

organized around community type (‘‘rural. . .or inner-city areas’’); and it emphasizes values of

equity and justice (‘‘underserved. . .areas,’’ ‘‘artistic opportunities’’).

By contrast, the second excerpt is written in the register of bureaucratic justification, making

reference to reason, persuasion, and evidence, as well as artistic substance (a careful reference to

the obscenity standard of Miller v. California, to which defenders of the Endowment were

gravitating [Fiss, 1991]). An earlier passage in the article, also consisting primarily of words

assigned to Topic 2, emphasizes process, referring to the panels of ‘‘citizens,’’ in contrast to the

first passage, viewed as a universal role rather than partitioned into communities, to whom

proposal review is delegated.

This example demonstrates several things. First, it illustrates the fact that texts are mixtures of

different topics. In this case, Topic 2 was dominant and Topic 6 subdominant. Second, it shows

that passages that are dominated by different topics may embody different voices, different

modes of expression defined by word choice (reference to programs and constituencies or

reference to choices and responsibilities), emotional tone (bold or defensive), forms of

justification (distributive equity vs. conformity to procedure) and values (opportunity or artistic

substance), as well as, in certain cases, elements of syntax and grammar. Note that passages

receive their coloration from the topic that dominates them: not every relevant word must be

assigned to that topic.13

Third, while topics may embody different voices, they are not necessarily coterminous with

them. Even within this article, Topic 2 features at least two voices—the style of bureaucratic
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justification noted above and references, noted elsewhere in the article, to rights language and

narratives of censorship and political struggle (in passages quoting aggrieved artists).

Our purpose here is to illustrate the potential of topic modeling for advancing empirical

research on heteroglossia, not to convince the reader of our interpretation. A full analysis would

make a stronger substantive case for the existence of particular voices. It might well identify key

elements of these voices by analysis of ‘‘training texts’’—exemplary texts known to embody

particular modes of expression. The results of these analyses, which would employ supervised

approaches to topic modeling (Blei and McAuliffe, 2007), could then be used to identify such

voices in a corpus of unknown texts.

5.3. Topics as frames and predictive validation of the model

A central concept in the sociology of culture is the interpretive ‘‘frame’’ (Snow, 2004). A frame is

a set of discursive cues (words, images, narrative) that suggests a particular interpretation of a

person, event, organization, practice, condition, or situation. According to Gamson et al. (1992, p.

384), ‘‘frame plays the same role in analyzing media discourse that schema does in cognitive

psychology—a central organizing principle that holds together and gives coherence and meaning to

a diverse array of symbols.’’ From the perspective of social cognition, frames employ condensed

images in ways that prime particular schemas, and the networks of associations they entail

(Johnston, 1995). For example, texts that refer to government grants to local museums or

government support for arts classes in local schools are likely to evoke different (and more positive)

associations than texts that refer to charges that a public agency has supported blasphemous or

pornographic artwork. Issue framing may be intentional (as is ordinarily the case in politics or

advertising) or it may occur without strategic intent (as is often the case in journalism).

With some exceptions, empirical work on framing has lagged behind theoretical development

(Benford, 1997). Topic modeling provides a promising approach because the sets of terms that

constitute topics index discursive environments, or frames, that define patterns of association

between a focal issue and other constructs. When applied to corpora that cover particular issue

domains (like government funding for the arts), topic modeling has some decisive advantages for

rendering operational the idea of ‘‘frame’’ in media research—such as facilitating analysis of

larger corpora than human coders can master, facilitating discovery of unanticipated frames, and

distinguishing between different uses of the same term. As a multiple-membership model, topic

modeling is especially useful for discerning frames in press accounts, which typically

incorporate multiple frames (Benson, 2013, p. 4). After topics have been identified, frame-

specific counts of the prevalence of particular terms or analysis of the relationship between

frames and other text features may be a useful elements in the interpretive process.

Here is an example from the arts-funding model. Recall that we are primarily interested in

three topics that highlight political and social conflict over government arts support. Each can be

viewed as a frame, in that it includes terms that call attention to particular ways in which such

support may arouse controversy: a controversial-art frame focuses on debates over particular

grants; a legislative-conflict frame refers to congressional debates over the NEA; and a culture-

war frame treats arts funding as one of many related issues in a broader cultural struggle. Each of

these conflict frames represents a negative discursive environment for government arts programs

as compared to frames that emphasize the contribution of such programs to events and

institutions of which the public generally approves.

Fig. 4 examines change over time in the discursive environment by aggregating the percentage

of all words assigned to the three conflict frames as compared to the percentage assigned to three
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comparison frames (those associating arts funding with urban development, musical events, or

[uncontroversial] art-museum exhibits). From 1986 through 1988, the comparison topics vastly

overshadow the conflict topics, accounting for a stable 33 percent of word assignments in each

year, compared to between 7 and 9 percent for the three conflict topics. In 1989, we see a dramatic

and sudden shift in framing, with 33 percent of all words assigned to conflict terms in 1989 and 35

percent in 1990. Although the percentages fluctuated thereafter, the conflict topics accounted for

more than 15 percent of the total through 1997 and for more than 20 percent in all but two years.

Thus, Fig. 4 demonstrates a marked deterioration in the discursive environment for arts funding

after 1988.

We can also use the timing of increases and declines in the prevalence of particular topics as a

means of evaluating external validity. If we interpret the conflict topics correctly as frames

associated with controversial arts grants, congressional turmoil, and political and cultural

polarization, these topics should become more prevalent in response to certain events. For

example, if our interpretation of Topic 2 as being about arts controversies is accurate, its

prevalence should increase when controversial grants are in the news. If our interpretation of

Topic 5 as being about congressional conflicts over the arts is accurate, we would expect it to ebb

and flow with the congressional budget cycle and to be particularly prominent when Republicans

controlled one or both chambers. If our interpretation of Topic 8 as embedding the arts in a

broader discourse of cultural cleavage is correct, more words should have been assigned to Topic

8 during Patrick Buchanan’s primary campaign against Pres. George H.W. Bush and during

periods when press attention to the so-called ‘‘culture war’’ was high.

Consider the following hypotheses (numbered according to the topics they concern), each of

which predicts variation in the monthly number of words assigned to a topic. For each hypothesis,

Table 3 reports the effect of hypothesized predictors, controlling for the number of words

assigned to all topics except the conflict topics. The latter adjusts for the amount of attention

given the arts overall (aside from contention over public funding) and the size of the newspapers’

news holes (space available for news content). For each hypothesis we report the R squared

statistic and the significance of the hypothesized effect. For example, the first row indicates that

Hypothesis 2a is being tested and that significantly ( p < .001) more words (5919 per month)

were assigned to Topic 2 in months in which we expected Topic 2 to be more prevalent. The

overall amount of attention to uncontroversial arts topics had a positive but insignificant effect,
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with both predictors explaining just under two thirds of the variance in the number of words

assigned to Topic 2 in each month.

Hypotheses were based on histories of the NEA and policy analyses (Alexander, 2000;

Burgess, 2006; Dubin, 1992; Fiss, 1991; Frohnmayer, 1993; Jensen, 1995; Kimbis, 1997; Koch,

1998; Kresse, 1991; Ziegler, 1994) and not on the newspaper articles in our corpus. By predicting

when the prevalence of particular topics should increase based on information external to our

study, we can test the external validity of our interpretations.

Hyp. 2a. Topic 2 should be more prevalent in April through November 1989 than before April

1989. There were no significant arts controversies around NEA funded works between 1986 and

early 1989. The ‘‘Piss Christ’’ controversy erupted in April 1989 and conservative legislators

joined the protest in May. In June 1989, the Corcoran canceled the Mapplethorpe exhibit and

criticism of the Endowment continued. Chairman John Frohnmayer’s requirement of a decency

pledge for grantees and cancelation of several controversial grants extended the controversy into

the fall. This hypothesis is confirmed (see first row of Table 3), with the model explaining 63

percent of variation in monthly Topic 2 word assignments over this period.

Hyp. 2b: Topic 2 should be less prevalent after October 1990 than between April 1989 and

October 1990. Controversy continued (with only a brief let-up in late fall 1989) through October

1990, with an art-museum director arrested for presenting the Mapplethorpe exhibit in Cincinnati

in April, attacks by conservatives on NEA grants to gay-themed productions and exhibits later

that spring, more vetoes of controversial grants in June, debates over decency requirements and a

lawsuit against NEA by four performance artists. After October 1990, much of the action moved

to Congress, which authorized a Commission to study the Endowment and devised a series of

legislative initiatives to control the agency or reduce its funding. This hypothesis is also

confirmed (row 2 of Table 3), with 61 percent of the variance in monthly Topic-2 word

assignments for the relevant period explained.

Hyp. 5a. Topic 5 should be more prevalent after the Republican takeover of Congress in

November 1994 than between April 1989 and November 1994, when the Democrats controlled

Congress. We interpret Topic 5 as focusing upon Congressional debates over arts funding, and

interpret the rise in Topic 5’s prevalence as reflecting a shift in the action from the press and

conservative movement groups to Congressional hearings and formal legislation. If this is the case,

then we would expect Topic 5 to be more prevalent when Republicans controlled Congress, as this

enabled them to influence the legislative agenda and committee process. Because Republicans

attained majorities in Congress during the off-year elections of November 1994, we predict that,
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Table 3

External-validity hypothesis tests (OLS regression with words assigned to topic monthly as dependent variable).

Hypothesis Period

dummies

Other

topics

Cyclical

dummies

Conflict

phrases

Adjusted

R2

2a: 1/86-3/89 v. 4/89-11/89 5919** .123 .631

2b: 4/89-10/90 vs. 11/90-12/97 5051** .168** .613

5a: 4/89-11/94 vs. 12/94-12/97 809* .151** .156

5b: Annual budget cycle .149** 924* .192

5a & 5b together 860* .145** 945* .223

8a: texts/month with conflict phrases .170** 578** .273

8b: 8a+ dummies for 1992 and fall 1994 2193** .183** 539** .397

* p � .05.
** p � .001.



other things equal, more words will be assigned to Topic 5 after November 1994 than earlier in the

controversy (Spring 1989 through November 1994). The hypothesis is supported (see row 3 of

Table 3), with 809 more words assigned to Topic 5 in the typical month after November 1994.

Hyp. 5b. After 1988, Topic 5 should be more prevalent between April and October (except for

August) than between November and March. In addition to the historical shift marked by

Hypothesis 5a, we anticipate that attention to Topic 5 will have a cyclical component. Many of

Congress’s efforts to discipline the NEA (which did not get under way until 1989) were attached

to authorization or, more often, appropriations bills, which tend to be active between April and

October (with the exception of the recess month of August). The timing is imprecise: when

Republicans controlled Congress, budget politics started as early as February or March and,

during some years, extended through November. Nonetheless, this hypothesis is supported (line 4

of Table 3): On average, 924 more words were assigned to Topic 5 in April, May, June, July,

September and October than in other months. When the cyclical measure is included in the same

model as the historical measure (see line 5), the effects of both increase, as does variance

explained.

Hyp. 8a. Topic 8 should be more prevalent in months in which the press uses phrases like

‘‘culture war’’ that index wide-ranging cultural contention. We have interpreted Topic 8 as

embedding controversies over arts funding in a broader rhetoric of cultural contention,

polarization, and moral decline. Whereas Topic 2 identifies controversial grants as problems in

themselves, Topic 8 views them as instances of broader cultural trends, associated with such

other issues as abortion, sexual media content, and homosexuality. If this interpretation is correct,

then the number of words assigned to Topic 8 in any month should be a function of the incidence

of terms that index broader themes of cultural contention. As indicators, we used ‘‘culture war’’

(which appeared in fifty-six articles), and ‘‘moral decline’’ and ‘‘moral decay’’ (each of which

appeared in two). These compound terms were not identified as entities in the modeling stage and

therefore did not influence the topic model results. The hypothesis receives strong support: for

every text per month in which one of these phrases appears, the number of words assigned to

Topic 8 increases by 578 ( p < .001).

Hyp. 8b. The prevalence of Topic 8 should increase during electoral campaigns in which

prominent candidates built campaigns around social conservative issues. Specifically, this includes

the 1992 Republican campaign in which columnist Patrick Buchanan challenged George H.W.

Bush, declaring a ‘‘culture war’’ on secular humanists, and the 1994 off-year elections in which

Republicans regained control of Congress with strong support from the religious right. Thus we

predict that, controlling for the prevalence of non-conflict topics, dummy variables for 1992 and for

the fall 1994 election season will independently increase assignment of words to Topic 8. This

hypothesis is supported: when these month dummies are added to a model including the cultural-

conflict terms, they increase the monthly assignments to Topic 8 by 2194, slightly reducing the

impact of each text with a conflict phrase and explaining 40 percent of variance.

These analyses support our interpretations of Topic 2, Topic 5, and Topic 8. Although we are not

surprised, we believe that such external-validity checks represent a useful step in topic-model

analysis. Remember that the program that produced the topics used no information about the

meaning of the words in the texts or about the political context in which the texts were produced.

The topics were only endowed with meaning post hoc when we interpreted them. By testing such

interpretations against expectations generated from information external to the study data,

researchers defend against the temptation to over-interpret LDA term lists and then cherry-pick

examples of texts that support their interpretations. Once one has validated one’s interpretations in

this way, data on topic prevalence can be used reflexively as evidence about the state of the world.
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6. Substantive application: did news outlets vary in their use of conflict frames?

For students of culture, producing a topic model is not an end in itself, but rather the first step

in a longer process of interpretation and analysis. In the current case, by construing Topic 2 (arts

controversies) and Topic 8 (polarization) as alternative frames for depicting conflict over arts

grants—in one case treating controversial grants as a distinct problem, in the other treating arts

funding as one of many related ‘‘social issues’’—we can ask whether different news outlets

varied in their framing of this issue.

Several possibilities suggest themselves. Did our conservative paper, The Wall Street Journal,

emphasize conflict frames to a greater degree than the other outlets?14 Did the relatively liberal

Times and Post pay less attention to the attacks on the NEA? Or did they feature them more

prominently because the Times is the hometown paper of much of the art world and the Post views

congressional coverage as a major part of its mission? Did the regional papers’ patterns of

coverage reflect their local art scenes (free-wheeling performing arts in Seattle, major art

collections in Houston) or social environments (more liberal in Seattle, more socially

conservative in Houston)? We approach these questions in several ways.

6.1. The mutual information criterion: gaining information about differences among sources

from topic validation

We use a new Bayesian model-checking technique (Mimno and Blei, 2011) to ask to what

extent the placement of words in texts is consistent with the model assumption that words

assigned to a topic are drawn independently from the same multinomial distribution, and to learn

from deviations from this assumption. In this example, we focus on differences among sources in

the co-occurrence of particular terms within topics (with a complementary analysis of differences

associated with particular texts reported in Appendix C of the online supplement). Our strategy

here is to examine how the topic model misfits the data. We emphasize that ‘‘misfit’’ is not a bad

thing—all models misfit the data. Part of the process of exploratory analysis is to dig into, and

learn from, where the misfits occur.

We analyze, per-word, when the independence assumptions are violated by the model. In

particular, we use ‘‘mutual information’’ (MI), an information-theoretic measure of how related

two random variables are. In theory, LDA assumes that the observed words assigned to a topic are

drawn independently from that topic’s distribution. Those observations should thus be

independent of an external variable. Examining how and when this is true—by measuring the

independence to a variety of external variables—gives us more insight into the texts (Mimno and

Blei, 2011).

We focus here on deviations from independence based on newspaper source. We simulate

each term’s mutual information under true independence and compare it to the observed mutual

information. This approach is an example of posterior predictive checking (Gelman et al., 1996;

Rubin, 1984), a more general methodology for examining the fitness of Bayesian models. Each

panel in Fig. 5 presents the observed MI scores and expected values for each topic (one topic per
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14 Based on editorial policy on Supreme Court decisions between 1994 and 2004, Ho and Quinn (2008) classify the

Times as very liberal, the Post as somewhat liberal, the Houston Chronicle as centrist, and the Wall Street Journal as

conservative. (These judgments were not absolute, but were based on comparison among twenty-five newspapers.) Based

on the frequency in news content of phrases articulated by Republican and Democratic legislators, respectively, Gentzko

and Shapiro (2007), using data from 2005, classify the Times and Post as relatively (and comparably) liberal and the

Seattle Times, Houston Chronicle, and Wall Street Journal as relatively (and similarly) conservative.



cell) from a procedure entailing 100 resamples from the posterior. In each of the two panels, each

cell refers to a different topic (the number of which appears at the top of the cell). Each horizontal

line within each cell represents observed MI values (marked by the first letter of the word) for the

top 20 terms associated with that topic. Predicted values from the resamplings are represented as

gray circles. The position of each term relative to the gray line indicates the degree of association

with other terms (mutual information). The further to the right the word appears, the greater the

amount of mutual information and the larger the difference between the observed value and that

predicted under the assumption of independence. The results thus indicate whether certain terms

within topics appear in particular newspapers more than one would expect by chance.15

Some differences are easily explained. In Topic 7, for example, the appearance of ‘‘percent’’

well to the right of the gray line reflects the fact that only some cities have ‘‘percent-for-art’’ laws

requiring art installations in major building projects. The position of ‘‘commission’’ in Topic 1 no
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Fig. 5. Instantaneous mutual information: top 20 terms from twelve topics grouped by source.

15 Such analyses can point in the direction of more complex topic models, such as hierarchical variants by source,

dynamic topic models that account for time, or bursty topic models (Doyle and Elkin, 2009).



doubt reflect the important role in Seattle of the Kings County Arts Commission. The appearance

of ‘‘ms’’ well to the right in Topic 9 may reflect the Times policy of preceding names with titles.

Other differences hold more substantive interest. For example, the location of terms in the

Topic 3 cell suggests that when newspapers covered music they were similarly interested in

symphonic music and opera, but varied in attention paid to blues, chamber music and jazz.

Another example: Note the location of ‘‘NEA’’ and ‘‘endowment’’ outside their corresponding-

gray bands under Topic 2. This suggests that in writing about controversial art works, some

sources may have focused more on the NEA’s role than did others. Similarly, the location of

several Topic 5 terms indicates that some sources placed more emphasis on actions of

congressional committees than others in discussions of congressional arts politics.

We conducted additional analyses (results available on request) inspecting changes in mutual

information scores when, instead of categorizing all texts by source, we broke down sources into

two categories, one for one newspaper and one for all others. We did this seriatim for all five

sources: MI scores for a topic would remain high or increase where a particular source differed

markedly from the others. They would decline when a source was similar to others in its

distribution of terms within that topic. These additional tests indicated that The New York Times

was distinctive in its attention to the NEA, perhaps reflecting the fact that many of the artists and

institutions involved in legal or public relations battles with the NEA were located in New York;

and the Washington Post accounted for much of the covariation of terms and sources for Topic 5,

no doubt due to its especially intensive coverage of Congress.

Taken as a whole, these analyses tell us, first, that, as expected in any corpus of this kind,

results diverge from the independence assumptions of the model, and that some of this

divergence is related to differences among newspapers. In the next section, we pursue this insight

further and ask how particular newspapers differed not just in their representation of terms within

topics, but in the representation of the topics themselves within the texts. In particular, we look

for substantive differences in the incidence of word assignments to Topic 2 (arts controversies),

Topic 5 (congressional art-policy actions), and Topic 8 (polarization) relative to other topics.

6.2. Variation among sources in prevalence of three conflict frames

In the analyses that follow, the unit of analysis is the text, the percentages of words in each text

assigned to each topic are the dependent variables, and the independent variables are the source

of the text (i.e., a set of news source dummies [NY Times omitted]), year of publication [also a

series of dummies], and the text’s length in words). We focus upon coefficients indicating the

impact of each source (net variation associated with year or with the tendency for some topics to

be featured in longer articles) on the relative prevalence of the arts-controversy frame (Topic 2),

the legislative-action frame (Topic 5) or the culture-wars frame (Topic 8), as compared to other

topics. To do this we employ the fractional multinomial logit model (FMNL) in STATA (Buis,

2008), a model similar to the multinomial logit but designed to predict probabilities (or

percentages) summing to 1.

Table 4 summarizes results, comparing each newspaper to the New York Times (the reference

category). The left panel contains comparisons for Topic 2 (the arts-controversy frame). The

center panel includes comparisons for Topic 5 (congressional-action frame). The right panel

includes comparisons for Topic 8 (the culture-wars frame). The entries in the left column of each

panel indicate, for each row, which topics are being compared. Entries in the first row indicate the

extent to which each newspaper (column headings) assigned more or fewer words to Topic 1

relative to the focal topic than did the New York Times. Heavily shaded cells indicate that a
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newspaper employed the focal frame (relative to the comparison topic) significantly more than

did the New York Times. Unshaded cells indicate that the newspaper employed the focal frame

significantly less than did the New York Times. Moderately shaded cells indicated no significant

difference. For example, the upper-right-hand cell of the first panel indicates that articles

published in the Seattle Times assigned a significantly smaller percentage of words than the New

York Times to Topic 2, as compared to Topic 1 (controlling for article length and publication

year).

The left panel of Table 4 shows the Seattle Times to be an outlier, assigning significantly fewer

words to Topic 2 (arts-controversy frame) than the New York Times, relative to ten of eleven other

topics. (The exception, Topic 10 [theater and dance] reflects the New York Times intense coverage

of two art forms in which New York is pre-eminent.) The center and right panels indicate that the

Seattle Times also allocated significantly fewer words to Topic 5 (legislative actions) and Topic 8

(polarization frame) than did the New York Times relative to over half of the other topics. Thus,

the Seattle Times referred more frequently to arts funding in connection with uncontroversial

artistic performances and exhibits and with arts’ contribution to urban development, and less

often with reference to political controversy or social conflict than did other newspapers. This

pattern may have reflected an especially cordial relationship to Seattle’s vibrant arts community

or a socially liberal readership or both.

The Wall Street Journal, the most editorially conservative newspaper of the group, was an

outlier in the other direction, assigning more words to Topic 8 (polarization) than to ten of the

eleven other topics compared to the New York Times or most of the other papers. (The only

exception was another conflict topic—Topic 5 [congressional politics]—on which the Journal’s

emphasis [relative Topic 8] was similar to that of the Times.) Indeed, the Journal emphasized all
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Table 4

Fractional multinomial logit analysis predicting relative prevalence of Topic 2 (left panel), Topic 5 (center panel), and

Topic 8 (right panel) compared to reference topic (indicated on row), each newspaper compared to New York Times;

coefficients represent impact of source, controlling for year and word count.

Topic 2                                                Topic 5                                                Topic 8       

HOUSTON WAPO JOURNAL SEATTLE HOUSTON WAPO JOURNAL SEATTLE HOUSTON WAPO JOURNAL SEATTLE

1 vs. 2 0.0671 -0.156 -0.142 1.32 1 vs. 5 -0.034 -0.388 -0.909 1.116 1 vs. 8 -0.151 -0.026 -1.074 1.114

3 vs. 2 -0.027 -0.383 -0.773 0.462 2 vs. 5 -0.101 -0.231 -0.767 -0.207 2 vs. 8 -0.218 0.130 -0.932 -0.209

4 vs. 2 0.612 0.159 0.56 0.661 3 vs. 5 -0.128 -0.614 -1.54 0.255 3 vs. 8 -0.190 -0.252 -1.705 0.253

5 vs. 2 0.101 0.231 0.767 0.207 4 vs. 5 0.511 -0.072 -0.207 0.454 4 vs. 8 0.395 0.290 -0.371 0.452

6 vs. 2 0.377 -0.123 -0.984 0.611 6 vs. 5 0.275 -0.354 -1.75 0.404 5 vs. 8 -0.116 0.362 -0.165 -0.002

7 vs. 2 0.369 -0.031 0.561 0.845 7 vs. 5 0.268 -0.262 -0.206 0.638 6 vs. 8 0.159 0.008 -1.916 0.402

8 vs. 2 0.218 -0.13 0.932 0.209 8 vs. 5 0.116 -0.362 0.165 0.002 7 vs. 8 0.151 0.100 -0.371 0.636

9 vs. 2 -0.134 -0.015 0.025 0.613 9 vs. 5 -0.236 -0.246 -0.743 0.407 9 vs. 8 -0.352 0.116 -0.907 0.404
10 vs. 
2 -0.16 -0.589 -0.939 0.311

10 vs. 
5 -0.261 -0.82 -1.706 0.104

10 vs. 
8 -0.377 -0.458 -1.871 0.102

11 vs. 
2 0.02 -0.054 -1.767 0.709

11 vs. 
5 -0.081 -0.287 -2.534 0.502

11 vs. 
8 -0.198 0.075 -2.699 0.500

12 vs. 
2 -0.569 -0.659 -0.561 -0.05

12 vs. 
5 -0.67 -0.89 -1.328 -0.257

12 vs. 
8 -0.787 -0.529 -1.493 -0.260

Note: Dark gray shading = Significantly more attention to focal topic (i.e., the topic to which others are compared) than

NY Times. No shading = Significantly less attention to focal topic than NY Times. Moderate shading = No difference

from NY Times. Cell entry = multinomial logit coefficient. (Positive coefficient means less attention to focal topic relative

comparison topic than NY Times; negative coefficient means more attention to focal topic. Models include controls for

year and word count.



conflict frames more than other papers. The Journal also focused significantly more on Topic 5

than did the Times compared to eight of the other eleven topics (the exceptions being Topic 8, of

course, as well as Topics 4 [commercial media] and 7 [local and state budgetary issues], both

topics that the Journal tended to assign with higher frequency than other sources). It also

emphasized Topic 2 (arts controversies) more than did the NY Times in comparison to Topics 3, 6,

10, 11, and 12 (music, education and outreach, theater and dance, event information, and visual

arts) but less than the Times compared to the two other conflict topics and Topics 4 (media) and 7

(local government finance). Consistent with these results, an analysis using the STATA fmlogit

procedure (results available upon request) indicated that the Journal assigned between 5.2 and

6.4 percent more words to Topic 8 per text than other sources, after controlling for year and word

count, making it an extreme outlier. The Journal was also an outlier on Topic 5, assigning

between 3.0 and 5.1 percent more words to this topic than the other papers. (By contrast, Journal

articles were assigned only slightly more topic 2 words.)

The Journal’s heavy use of the cultural-wars frame, a theme popular among conservatives

(DiMaggio, 2003), and its intense attention to congressional criticism of the NEA, is consistent

with, although it does not prove, the possibility that the Journal’s coverage of arts funding

reflected its conservative politics. Also consistent with this interpretation, the Journal

emphasized topic 2 (controversies) more during the Democratic Clinton administration than

during the Republican administration of George H.W. Bush.16

The other two newspapers, the Houston Chronicle and the Washington Post, deviated only

modestly and unsystematically from the NY Times. The Houston paper assigned more words to

Topic 2 than the NY Times relative to Topic 12 (art exhibits), but fewer relative to Topics 4, 6, 7

and 8. Similarly, the Chronicle emphasized the polarization frame (Topic 8) more than the Times

relative to three topics (9, 10, and 12) but less relative to three others (4, 6, and 7). The

Washington Post assigned more words than the Times to both Topics 2 and 8 relative Topics 3

(music), 10 (narrative forms), and 12 (art exhibits), but fewer relative to Topic 5 (congressional

action) and, for Topic 8 only, Topic 4 (mass media). The Post also assigned more words than the

Times (though, for most comparison topics, less than the Journal) to Topic 5 (legislative action), a

discrepancy that is unsurprising because Congress constitutes an important part of the Post’s

hometown beat (Burgess, 2006, p. 113).

In sum, then, newspapers framed government arts funding differently, with the Wall Street

Journal emphasizing conflict frames and the Seattle Times tending to eschew them, compared to

the New York Times, Houston Chronicle, and Washington Post. Differences in topic prevalence

were driven by both the stories the papers covered and the ways they covered them, due to varying

missions (the Journal, a national business daily, referred more to commercial media and used

fewer terms related to event listings), different news beats (the Times, in arts-rich New York,

assigned more words to topics related to theater and art, whereas the Washington Post devoted

focused more on Congress), and, possibly, differences in political orientation.

7. Conclusions and further work

This article describes how to use probabilistic topic models of newspaper articles to study

cultural trends, moods, and depictions. We studied press coverage of government grants

supporting the arts between 1986 and 1997. During this period, such grants became controversial

and the National Endowment for the Arts, the federal agency that made many of them, faced
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fierce attack from Republicans and conservative social movement organizations. In this section

we first summarize key substantive findings and then reflect on implications of the approach for

other research on culture.

7.1. What did we learn?

Our analyses provide substantive insight into the response of the press to political attacks on

the National Endowment for the Arts. Using LDA to discover themes and additional methods to

exploit the results of the topic models, enabled us to gain the following insights:

(1) The tone of press coverage of arts funding shifted dramatically in 1989 from largely

celebratory to substantially focused on controversy, producing a cloud of negative

representations that persisted to varying degrees throughout the 1990s.

(2) Negative coverage of the NEA emerged suddenly with the election of George H.W. Bush

(even though the controversial grants had been made during the administration of Ronald

Reagan), consistent with the possibility that the attacks were part of an internal struggle

between social conservatives and moderates for control of the Republican party.

(3) Press coverage reflected three different frames for the controversy: a focus on objectionable

grants as bureaucratic errors; a focus on congressional efforts to punish the NEA for its

mistakes; and a view of debates over the NEA as one of many fronts in a larger culture war. The

second of these reflected both the budget cycle and the extent to which Republicans influenced

the congressional agenda. By contrast, the third frame displaced the first over the course of the

1990s, as debates over the arts were integrated into a larger narrative about cultural polarization.

(4) Newspapers varied in their coverage of government arts patronage. In particular, the Wall

Street Journal’s coverage focused on controversy more than did that of the other sources and,

in particular, emphasized the culture-wars frame, especially after the election of Bill Clinton,

while the Seattle Times emphasized more positive stories about government grants in support

of local projects and institutions.

7.2. Using topic models to study culture

Throughout, we have emphasized the fit between theory and method, illustrating the way in

which topic models render operational such concepts as frames, polysemy, heteroglossia and the

relationality of meaning. Topic models provide an opportunity for sociologists of culture to add

empirical substance to their analytic efforts by operationalizing key concepts using large textual

corpora. At the same time, they present novel problems of interpretation and validation. To social

scientists accustomed to analyzing population data, topic models (and other techniques to reduce

the complexity of large corpora) may be perplexing. Rather than drawing inferences about a

known population from a sample, the analyst is taking a population—all of the texts in the

corpus—and must evaluate alternative accounts of its structure. The standard for selecting a

solution is not so much accuracy as utility: Does the model simplify the data in a way that is

interpretable, passes tests of internal and external validity, and is useful for further analysis?

This has several implications:

(1) The model is just the beginning. For cultural analysis, the purpose of modeling is to

apprehend the structure of the data and render it tractable by producing meaningful topics

(interpretable, depending on the data, as voices or frames) that can be used to answer more
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focused questions. In this article, we used the topic model, first, to track change in

representations of arts funding over time and, second, to ask whether different newspapers

depicted arts funding in different ways. To answer the latter question, we analyzed data that

the topic model produced with conventional regression-style techniques.

(2) Interpretation and use of the model requires domain expertise on the part of the analyst. Any

effort to apply topic modeling to a corpus to answer interpretive questions must include a

subject-area specialist on the team.

(3) Ultimately, the choice of models must be driven by the questions one asks. The process is

empirically disciplined, in that, if the data are inappropriate for answering the analysts’

questions, no topic model will produce a useful reduction of the data. And one can employ

statistical tests, as we did, to ask if results meet the model’s statistical assumptions and to

learn from the deviations. But given a reasonable substantive fit, one may choose to trade off

robustness for substantive interest in selecting a model.

(4) An important step in any analysis is to establish the model’s validity. We employed three

kinds of validity tests (Grimmer and Stewart, 2011; Mimno and Blei, 2011): statistical (the

mutual information tests of solution fit to model assumptions); semantic (hand coding to

determine whether the meaning of particular words varied significantly and as expected with

assignment to different topics); and predictive (to see if events that should have increased the

prevalence of particular topics if our interpretations are correct, actually did so).

(5) Our efforts at semantic validation exposed a limitation in the model’s ability to discriminate

among word senses for words assigned to topics with weak representation in a text. More

research is needed to establish why this is the case; and new models that relax the bag-of-

words assumption may solve this problem (Griffiths et al., 2005).

(6) More research is needed, as well, on how best to choose corpora and models to investigate

heteroglossia and framing. Under what conditions will models yield topics that correspond to

frames or voices (or both)? Developmental research will help us exploit the potential of this

method to render operational these critical, but too rarely empirically analyzed, concepts.

(7) Finally, integrating topic models with affective analysis is an important priority. In

interpreting our results, we contended that the shift in focus around 1989 toward the greater

prevalence of topics dealing with controversy and contention (and away from those depicting

arts grant-making in connection with positively valued cultural programs) produced a less

positive discursive environment for government support for the arts. One possibility is to

apply existing affective-analysis programs ex post to ask, for example, if the affective tone of

references to arts agencies in texts dominated by Topics 2, 5, and 8 is more negative than in

other cases. Another is to use affective-analysis programs to tag selected terms in advance in

order to incorporate affective information into the model itself.

Topic modeling will not be a panacea for sociologists of culture. But it is a powerful tool for

helping us understand and explore large archives of texts. Used properly by subject-area experts

with appropriate validation, topic models can be valuable complements to other interpretive

approaches, offering new ways to operationalize key concepts and to make sense of large textual

corpora.
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